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A phakhouan for wedding ceremony

Basi soudkhouan wedding ceremony
The men are wished luck with a basi before entering the priesthood.
Novice monks are wished luck with a basi after leaving the priesthood
Basi soudkhouan ceremony for moving into a new house

Basi before a family member leaves for a long journey
The art of singing traditional folk songs of the Phoutai ethnic tribe
The art of singing traditional folk songs of the Phoutai ethnic tribe
Religious ritual, ordaining a Buddha statue
Boun Bangfai (Rocket festival)

Boat race
Traditional Dance Performance
Ipok Marionettes
Phra Lak Phra Lam
Wat Xienthong Temple
Worshippers in the Tam Ting caves
Sculptures of Buddha in the Tam Ting caves
Sculptures of Bhuddha in the Tam Ting caves